
•“modern”, user-friendly documentation system
        web-based,  agile,  searchable, integrated

•writing and publishing in Confluence

•schedule
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Alex Yermolaev, Phil Grant, Paul Mulgrew

Jennifer Lotz - STScI 



JDox goals: 
• user-friendly, accurate, web-based JWST documentation

•  “agile” process/infrastructure (easy to update)

• searchable via Google and internally

• heavily cross-linked across topics

• integrated with software tools (APT)

•to ensure a happy and well-informed JWST community



JDox philosophy:
documentation system is like public transportation with “hubs” and 
“lines” but not linear



JDox philosophy:

•“Every Page is Page One” -- wikipedia style articles.

•agile system: frequent updates,  to be propagated automatically 
throughout the documentation system

•expert authors, reviewer approvals for publication; linked to public 
user forum/help desk

•PDFs created periodically for subsets of documentation 
 (“MIRI instrument handbook”, “Cycle 1 Call for Proposals”)



Implementation
    ⇒ use Confluence (wiki) to write, review, and publish 
    jwst-docs.stsci.edu   

    STScI authors,  reviewers:  create & edit content articles,   
    upload figures, provide comments, approve articles for publication

    STScI editors: oversee reviews; editorial oversight; publish content

    JWST users:  search and read content; arrive via website, Google,  
    or APT links.  (no comments, no edits); 
    can contribute to public user forum



     jwst-docs.stsci.edu organization: 

     JWST Observatory and Instrumentation - background articles,   
     “instrument handbooks”

     JWST Observation Planning  - APT, ETC,  observing constraints,  
     observing strategies (e.g. moving targets, spectroscopy)  

     JWST Data - calibration, pipeline, data analysis, archive

     JWST Opportunities and Policies - call for proposals, duplication,    
     science parallel policies,  funding/grants

    



 JWST Observatory and Instrumentation 

  background, ‘just the facts’ articles on telescope and instruments;
  equivalent to instrument handbooks

•MIRI  
•NIRCam
•NIRSpec
•NIRISS
•JWST Observatory (e.g. mirrors, WFS&C,  FGS/guiding, )



 JWST Observatory and Instrumentation 

  background, ‘just the facts’ articles on telescope and instruments

     MIRI  
         - “Landing Page”  (hub with little content)
         - Overview 
         - Observing Modes (Imaging, Corongraphy, LRS, MRS, TSO)
         - Instrumentation/Hardware (Optics/Focal Plane, Detectors,   
                                              Filters, Spectroscopic Elements, .. )
         - Operations (Dithers, Target Acq., Parallels..)
         - Predicted Performance (PSF, Backgrounds, Bright Source   
                                               Limits, Sensitivity.. )
               
    





publication timeline:

January 2017: instrument background articles, APT, ETC, proposal 
planning support, and GTO, ERS Call for Proposals

Summer/Fall 2017: science use cases, data calibration/pipeline 
descriptions, updates to JWST capabilities

Fall 2017:  Cycle 1 GO Call for Proposals and supporting articles

2018 - : frequent updates through launch/commissioning/Cycle 1
 

   jwst-docs.stsci.edu   coming soon!


